kind of bitter, frequently scatological diatribes that, while amusing at first, soon become tiresome. "You will never leave the contest unless you have left behind a barb, " wrote the Parisian doctor Jean Riolan in 1606 of Libavius. All this, Moran admits, can make Libavius seem "more like an off-putting sour-puss than a compelling or attractive historical figure".
Yet in these battles Libavius reveals a great deal about the issues -philosophical, political and religious -on which the establishment of chemistry as an academic discipline hinged.
Libavius's sharp tongue recalls that of the figure whose writings triggered much of the argument: the Swiss alchemical physician Paracelsus (1493 Paracelsus ( -1541 . Medicine by the end of the sixteenth century is often depicted as split into two camps: the traditionalists, who relied on the humoral theory of Hippocrates and Galen, and the chemical physicians ('iatrochemists') who used Paracelsian cures. This is too simple a picture, Moran shows. There were "Hippocratic hermeticists, Galenochemists, natural and hermetic chymiatrists" and others, all denouncing one another venomously.
Libavius had to be pugnacious because he didn't really fit into any camp. He despised Paracelsians, but was highly critical of the traditionalists and came to the defence of the Paracelsian court physicians to Henry IV of France when they were attacked by the Galenist Parisian medical faculty. He seems almost to have courted enemies by taking positions that were superficially contradictory. He wanted chymistry to be considered a serious liberal art, yet called it "a bilge-flood and chaos of impurity and human dregs". His damning assessment was, however, aimed at chymistry as he saw it being done, polluted by infernal Paracelsians. He thought it should be a science that rejected mystical speculation and combined manual arts learnt through experience and philosophical principles derived from Aristotle.
The book isn't an introductory read. You could be misled, for example, if you do not already know that by 'Ramon Lull' and 'Roger Bacon' Moran means a body of writings attributed, often apocryphally, to those authors, or that Basil Valentine is probably a pseudonym of a late-sixteenth-century writer. And he takes it for granted that the reader will recognize Libavius's portrayal of Paracelsianism to be mostly a caricature. But the book opens up a neglected period that chemical historians have been too eager to skate over in the rush to get from Paracelsus to Robert Boyle. Indeed, the role of alchemy in the genesis of chemistry has become a hot topic, as Lawrence Principe says in his introduction to Chymists and Chymistry. Time was when those who studied it risked being thought of as lacking in judgement, or worse. Several recent books, such as William Newman's study of Daniel Sennert's atomistic theories, Atoms and Alchemy, have shown that 'modern' theories of matter and chemical change actually grew from alchemy, rather than supplanting it.
Chymists and Chymistry is the product of a major conference, hosted by the Chemical Heritage Foundation in Philadelphia in 2006; it brings together papers with an immense scope, straddling the eras of Paracelsus and Antoine Lavoisier. Particularly welcome are contributions on archaeological analyses of alchemical equipment -a neglected arena in a subject usually reliant on text alone. As one of the contributors, Marcos Martinón-Torres of University College London, observes, pioneer historians of alchemy were often chemists who could be historically naïve; the danger now is that the subject be conducted only by historians who ignore materials science. Libavius was right in that respect: we need both books and benchtops. 
